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The Evershining DawnThe Evershining Dawn
The deserts hide many secrets. Some buried, some not. The people that dare live in the lands of endless

sand know a lot about their land's history but dare not try to chase after any leads.

The unrest between the nomad clans of the western dunes though has forced many of the nomad leaders
to make decisions that will bring them quick and easy solutions to their problems.

Kamal Taheri, leader of the Dunespeaker clan, happened to come across something that would
potentially help put his clan in a more favorable position among other clans. Kamal found an Azerite
obelisk.

He now seeks to recruit an archaeologist and some adventurers to help him investigate the obelisk and
in turn, the secrets that it may lead them to.
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Introduction
Kelfecil's Tales is all about strong and deep narratives. We
create stories and adventures inspired by art. We believe
that well-designed narratives in TTRPGs can be
extremely important if we want to create memorable and
meaningful stories. For that reason, we put a lot of effort
into designing our adventures, so that you and your
players can later leave the table with something that will
you find difficult to forget.

Quick Adventure Info
Some quick information on the adventure:

• Recommended Average Party Level (APL): 5
• Experience from Completion: ~5,500
• General Theme: Escort, Exploration
• Setting: Any, Starlight Chronicles
• Time - Sessions to Finish: x1 session (4-hours)

Adventure Summary
The players will have to assist Tahal and his nomad clan as
they go out into the desert to investigate one of the
legendary Azerite obelisks.

Running the Adventure
This adventure is easily adaptable and can easily be run as
a One-Shot, as an added adventure in your campaign or as
part of the Starlight Chronicles setting created by
Kelfecil's Tales.

This adventure takes place during the "Rise of
Astromancy" era in the Astral Chronicles timeline and
setting.

More information on the custom Kelfecil's Tales
campaign setting can be found in the available for free Of
Starlight and Void supplement.

Background Audio
The amazing Ivan Duch made unique music tracks to go
with this adventure. Using these tracks as an audio
background will help make your adventure even more
dramatic, interactive, and engaging.

Ivan Duch is creating epic fantasy music for tabletop
RPGs. You can find their work over on their Patreon page
where he has a wide selection of amazing tracks that can
help you make your RPG sessions much more epic!.

Special Thanks
Kelfeci's Tales would like to extend their gratitude to a

few people that really helped this module come to life.

• My good friend and co-writer, Philip, who is
always there to give feedback and help me out with
anything.

• All of our Patreon supporters who continue to
give us feedback and all their love and support.

• All of the collaborators in the Cardboard

Creator Support Group, who have all made fantastic
content!

Maps Used
You can find the maps used in this adventure without

the GM notes at the following links:

• Map 1: Azerite Obelisk
• Map 2: Kobold Lair
• Map 3: Azerite Shelter

For more variants and gridless versions of the maps go to
Venatus Maps’ Patreon.

PATREON SUPPORT
If youwish to support Kelfecil's Tales with writingmore
RPGmodules in the future, you aremore thanwelcome to
do so through our Patreon page.

Patreon supporters get TONS of weekly exclusives, such
as adventures, side quests, dungeon tales, gamebooks,
mini-setting supplements and somuchmore!.
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Background
The sands of the west have for years coveredmany secrets.
Hidden temples, forgotten libraries, and even entire cities
in some cases. Many believe that the glorious legends of
the past are gone, as the sands slowly hid their presence.

Explorers and archaeologists search the deserts non-stop
with long expeditions that in many cases end up with
them returning empty-handed and with no knowledge
obtained whatsoever.

The Azers once built obelisks in the desert, to help guide
adventurers to shelter and to places of knowledge. These
obelisks, however, all fell one by one when the Efreeti
decided to go to war against the Azers and bring their
once glorious desert kingdom to ruin.

Kamal Taheri, the leader of one of the nomadic clans that
roam the desert, recently stumbled upon what seems to be
an azerite obelisk. He understood its significance and
decided to gather his forces and any mercenaries he could
find so that he may go back and have it more closely
inspected. He knows that this obelisk could be the key to
unimaginable riches and knowledge.

Kamal Taheri
Kamal has for years traveled the deserts, leading his clan
from one place to another, in search of shelter and food.

His people trust him but they are also lately starting to
believe he has gone mad as his wish to make a great
discovery is sometimes a bit too zealous for his clan's and
his own good.

Kamal will put the people of his clan before anyone else
but is still very keen on finally discovering the secrets of
the desert that he has roamed ever since he was a child.

• Unique Phrase: “The sand never stops moving.”
• Desire: To protect his people.
• Fear: That he may not be the leader his people need.
• Misbelief: Kamal believes a miracle can help calm

the fury of the nomad clans that are not at war.

Amarille Strongsun
An aspiring high elf archaeologist who has been searching
for the obelisks for at least a decade now. She has traveled
the deserts with various clans, hoping that even rumors
would eventually lead her to find one of the obelisks and
then to uncovering the secrets they can lead her to.

She trusts Kamal because of the good things she has heard
about him but she is also very careful with how she deals
with the desert nomads.

• Unique Phrase: “I need to find it...”
• Desire: To find one of the Azerite obelisks.
• Fear: That she will never make a significant

archaeological find.
• Misbelief: Amarille believes that the nomads do not

understand the significance of these archaeological
finds.
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These kobolds are of the Bonemaw clan and they have also
discovered the obelisk. They have come to claim the site
and use the obelisk for themselves. The players can try to
negotiate with the kobolds, but they will only get angry
responses due to the fact that the kobolds have had
hostilities with other nomadic clans before.

➤ ''Encounter!'' At around 1. on the map will be x6
Kobolds and x2 Kobold Berserkers. You can tell the
players which two kobolds seem a bit more dangerous
than the rest or simply surprise them in combat. In the
meantime, Kamal and his Nomad Warriors will be
fighting more kobolds in the background so feel free to fill
the battlefield around the players for effect.

Adventure Hooks
These are a few ways to introduce the adventure into your
campaign or to get a one-shot started:

• Adventurers for Hire. The players happen to be
traveling in the desert when they come across the
Dunespeaker clan's camp. They will find Kamal and
be offered a monetary reward for aiding him and his
people in his expedition.

• The dangers of the desert. The players hear of the
Azerite obelisks by other archaeologists and how
Amarille has gone out to find them. They are asked to
go out and find her.

• The Obelisk. The player comes across the Azerite
obelisk just moments before Kamal finds it as well.

Prologue
The adventurers join Kamal at the camp that his clan has
made, where he is preparing for the expedition. After a bit
of roleplay, the players will be hired to join Kamal in
getting closer to the obelisk. Kamal has also recruited
Amarille Strongsun, a high elven archaeologist who
knows a lot about the obelisks and will hopefully be able
to help with understanding it and eventually activating it.

Read the following when the players meet Kamal:
You can play out the adventure hook you’ve chosen, or
start by reading the following text:

Act 1: The Journey
The party will travel all together to the obelisk. Kamal's
expedition will consist of himself, Amarille, the players
and x6 Nomad Warriors. The Nomad Warriors are just
for the fights that will happen in the background but you
can also use them to help your players in some of the
adventure's fights.

The players arrive at the obelisk from the top right
(arrow on the map) and will immediately notice a lot of
kobolds around the obelisk. One of them will be doing
something to the base of the obelisk while the rest stand
guard around it.

This is where Papierschnitzel’s beautiful Obelisk structure comes

into play!

Read the following:
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Berserkers.

The players can approach this situation however they
want. Kamal will suggest that they surround the kobolds
and attack them once they have them surrounded. This
will help Kamal and his warriors take out a few before
going for the item.

⦿ ''Stealth.'' It will take Kamal and his warriors a few
minutes before they can go all the way around to surround
the Bonemaw kobolds. If the players start talking to one
another while waiting, or if they decide to go around with
Kamal, they will have to roll Stealth checks in order to try
and not alert any patrolling kobolds. This check starts at
DC 14 and can increase depending on how loud or visible
the action being made is.

➤ ''Encounter!'' If the players have managed to surround
the kobolds, then Kamal and his warriors will be able to
take out half of the kobold forces with their surprise
attack. Then the rest are for the players to deal with.

If you are playing this on Foundry, then the map is a bit

different from the one that was originally made for the

adventure by RPGPapercrafts.

The kobold that is tinkering with the obelisk will still
remain there for another full turn. Once a full turn of
combat has passed, then the tinkering kobold will move
away from the obelisk as the tall structure will start to
make an intense bassy sound (think of it as a drone effect)
while emitting a bright blue light from its peak. This will
continue for another few seconds and then stop.

The kobold that was next to it will be holding a small
square object and will run away towards 2. on the map in
an effort to escape. If the players manage to kill it, then
have it throwwhat it was holding to another kobold. Keep
repeating that effect until a kobold is able to escape from
the scene.

It might look ridiculous while trying to make it happen,
especially if the players are constantly trying to prevent
them from escaping, but try to figure out some kind of
situation that will allow the kobolds to have one of their
own escape, just for the sake of the linear narrative.

Or, if you do not want to force the narrative, then have
your players be victorious on the spot and move to Act 3.

Once the rest of the kobolds are defeated, Kamal will say
the following:

Amarille will take a moment to inspect the obelisk and
will immediately notice that there is an opening at its base
with something missing from it. This is probably the
compartment fromwhere the kobolds retrieved the object
they were holding. gold pieces each.

Act 2: The Bonemaw
Kamal and his warriors will track the kobolds' steps in the
sand and after only a few minutes of running after it, they
will arrive at the Bonemaw clan's main camp. Read the
following:

The area will be filled with kobolds and it is up to you how
many you would like to add here in order to make things
even more difficult. However, the suggested amount of
kobolds would be x6 Kobolds and x4 Kobold
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Read the following:

Amarille will immediately rush inside and start
investigating every corner of the room in an effort to
understand what has happened here.

Kamal and his Nomad Warriors will be very careful as to
how they enter the room and look around.

➤ ''Encounter!'' At some point, while Amarille is
enthusiastically looking around, she will tell others not to
touch anything because they do not know what kind of
magic might still be in place. When she says that, one of
the Nomad Warriors will touch one of the statues (1. on

the map) and it will come to life, cutting the warrior and
slamming him to the ground with its huge axe. The x2
Azer Guardians will turn hostile and attack the rest of
the party too.

Once the cube is retrieved, Kamal will pass it to Amarille
and she will inspect it. Read the following:

Amarille will tell the party that they need to follow the
light and so Kamal and whatever Nomad Warriors are
left, will do so.

Act 3: Azerite Shelter
After walking for about 20 minutes or so, the party will
arrive at a location that was well hidden behind some
mountains. Amarille, Kamal, and the nomads will all be
stunned by the sight of the shelter and will be saying
various things as they will start to wonder how it is
possible that they had never found this before.

Read the following:

Kamal will tell the players that the time has come for his
people and he will slowly then start approaching the
entrance of the shelter.

After coming down a set of stairs, the players will find
themselves in the first room. Read the following once they
are there.
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➤ ''Encounter!'' The players will have to fight the
Weakened Efreeti which has come to burn the Azerite
Shelter. It is important that the players make use of the
columns in the room in order to avoid the burning
abilities of the Efreeti. You could have Kamal or Amarille
tell the players about that in order to help them out.

Once the Efreeti is defeated, the portal will close and
Kamal and Amarille will both thank the adventurers for
their much-needed help in this expedition. This is the
point where they could possibly find the secret room.

Secret Room

The secret room has the grave of an Azer General and lots
of treasure. The treasure is worth 2000 gold pieces and the
grave has some intricate markings on it. If the brazier at
the south of the room is lit, then the markings will light up
with a fiery red to orange color and a voice will be heard
saying the following:

The grave's lid will magically slide to the side, revealing
the inside of it which has a large axe and some ashes below
it. The ashes are the remains of the Azer general while the
axe is a magical two-handed weapon.

Epilogue
There will be a final discussion between Kamal and
Amarille as they argue between them and with the
adventurers in regards to how the loot needs to be
distributed.

Feel free to play the NPCs and distribute the loot as you
best see fit. You could for example take into account how
many Nomad Warriors died during the expedition,
making Kamal a bit more emotional about all of this.

As soon as the Azer Guardians are defeated, Kamal will
want to push further into the establishment.

The corridors around 2. on the map have traps in them,
left in place by the Azer, in case any uninvited guests
wanted to go further into the shelter where their sacred
rooms were.

➤ ''Trap!'' Once again, one of the Nomad Warriors will
move forward and will not notice the tiny holes in the wall
to the north and the south. Flames will come out of the
small holes and burn the Nomad Warrior alive.

Anyone else who walked with the Nomad Warrior must
make a DC 15 Dexterity Save and suffer 3d6 fire damage
or half as much on a successful save.

Once the party is through, they will find themselves in a
small hall (4. on the map) with a large door in front of
them. There is a small round object with fire coming out
of its core and x4 unlit braziers around this small room.

The players will have to light up the braziers in order to
unlock the door to the final room. This will also unlock a
small passage at 3. on the map that leads to a secret room
where an Azer General was buried. Ask the player that is
the furthest in the back to make a DC 15 Perception

check to see if they will have heard the secret door
opening. If they did not, then the only way to notice it is
by going back.

You could have Kamal look around later though if you
really do not want your players to miss the room and its
treasures.

The Portal Room

Once the party is inside the final room, Amarille will be in
awe of what is in there. Read the following:
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AZERITEWARAXE
A long beautiful axe used by Azer generals in ancient times. This
axe has cut down dozen of Efreetis before the general who held it
met his demise.

This was axe is magical and is quite heavy. Although an Azer
can hold it with one hand, most medium sized creatures
would only be able to use it while holding it with both hands.

1d8 slashing damage + 4 fire damage.

On hit: The target must make a DC 14 Constitution Saving
throw or catch on fire, taking 1d4 damage on each of their
turns until they put it out.

AzeriteWar Axe can be improved when given to a capable
weaponsmith, especially an Azer blacksmith.



Appendix: Stat Blocks
Here you will find all of the stat blocks for all the NPCs
and monsters involved in the adventure.
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Afterword
Thank you for taking the time to
download, read and maybe even play
this module. Every story I write, every
character I create, every comment
you leave on my posts, every piece
of feedback I receive, everything is
motivating me to write more. I am
loving every moment I put into this
and I have all of you to thank for this.
Thank you for your support.

I would like to thank all of the
creators involved in this work for
allowing us to use their work to bring
this adventure to life.


